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L'auteur prksente une dquation de fluage viscdlastique non linkaire de matkriau 
polycristallin. Celle-ci tient compte de l'effet de la fissuration et peut servir h d-e les 
comportements primaire, secondaire et tertiaire. Le modble prdvoit la formation de 
microfissures et, par condquent, 1'Ctat d'endommagement dfi au processus de fiagdisation 
du pourtour des grains aux temperatures BlevCes. On dkrit ici l'utilisation de ce modkle 
pour la formulation du fluage accentue par la fissuration et de la r m n s e  matdrielle dans des 
conditions de chargement B vitesse de deformation constante (en thkorie le cas le plus 
simple mais en pratique le plus difficile B cerner). La formulation permet de ddfmir l'effet 
de la vitesse sur la rkponse aux contraintes-ddformation et la sensibilitd B la vitesse de la 
rksistance, du temps de rupture, de la deformation h la rupture, des dommages et de la 
vitesse d'endommagement, de la rkcupkration aprbs dkformation, etc. On a observk une 
correspondance numdrique entre la thhrie et l'expkrience lors de la comparaison des 
prkvisions avec les donnkes, obtenues par fonctionnement en boucle fermke, concernant la 
dsistance et la dkformation de la glace pure h vitesse . . de -- &formation constante. Les calculs 
ont Ctk effectuks B l'-:-'- '-- - - -  - -  '5s h partir d'essais 
independants de flua 
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Crack-enhanced creep in polycrystalline 

material: strain-rate sensitive strength and 

deformation of ice 

N I R M A L  K.  S lNHA 
Institute for Research in Construction, National Research Council of Canada, 
Ottawa K I A  ORC, Canada 

A non-linear viscoelastic creep equation for polycrystalline material is presented. It incor- 
porates the effect of cracking and is capable of describing primary, secondary and tertiary 
behaviour. The model predicts the formation of microcracks and thus the damage state due to 
the high-temperature grain-boundary embrittlement process. This paper describes its applica- 

tion in formulating crack-enhanced creep and material response under constant strain-rate 
loading conditions (theoretically the simplest case but actually the most difficult to maintain). 
The formulation makes it possible to define the rate effect on stress-strain response and the 
rate sensitivity of strength, failure time, failure strain, damage and damage rate, strain recovery, 
etc. Numerical correspondence between theory and experiment was observed when predic- 
tions were compared with available closed-loop, controlled, constant strain-rate strength and 
deformation data on pure ice. Calculations made use of material constants determined from 
independent constant-load creep tests. 

1. Introduction 
The mechanical response of polycrystalline ice [l, 21, 
for example the dependence of strength on strain rate, 
the dependence of failure time on load and the near 
constancy in failure strain, is very similar, phenom- 
enologically, to the mechanical response of polycrys- 
talline materials in general [3-71. Ice is one of the 
strongest materials in terms of working temperature, 
T, expressed as homologous temperature, TIT,, 

where Tm is the melting point and both T and T, are 
in the absolute scale (Kelvin). Several physical and 
microstructural characteristics influence its strength. 
Low lattice (and grain-boundary) diffusivity, leading 
to relatively slower matrix relaxation, and larger 
grains (usually > 1 mm), leading to slower grain- 
boundary diffusion, are primarily responsible [8]. 

At the same homologous temperature the rate of 
diffusion in ice is two or three orders of magnitude 
lower than that of most other polycrystalline materials 
[9]. A direct consequence of this phenomenon is a 
propensity for cracking activity. Grain-boundary 
embrittlement processes play a dominant role in deter- 
mining strength and deformation in ice. For this reason 
and in spite of its rate-controlling effect, intragranular 
plasticity contributes less to the total deformation at 
failure in ice than it does in many other materials at 
stress levels (o > 1 x E, where E is Young's 
modulus) and strain rates (t > 1 x lop7 sec-I) of 
practical interest in most engineering situations. In 
conjunction with its optical transparency, this makes 
pure ice an ideal material for studies of micromechan- 
ics and, thereby, high-temperature material science. 

The present paper describes how a high-temperature 

rheological model with grain-size dependent transient 
creep [lo] can be used, with the introduction of crack 
enhancement of creep, for predicting strength and 
stress-strain behaviour under constant strain-rate 
loading conditions. The theory is tested with data on 
ice. The model permits commonly observed phenom- 
ena and empirically developed equations to be des- 
cribed quantitatively. 

2. Preliminary analysis 
Consider the test results in Fig. 1 for pure S-2 ice: 
optically transparent, bubble-free, transversely iso- 
tropic, columnar-grained. At - 10 f O.l°C and 
under a closed-loop controlled constant compressive 
strain rate of 3 x lo-' sec-I, a maximum stress of 
4.6 MN m-2 was reached. Essentially, this test was 
conducted following the method described by Sinha 
[2], although a larger controlling gauge length of 
200 mm and an improved technique for mounting the 
gauge on the specimen was used [ll]. The load was 
removed quickly (in % 0.1 sec) soon after the maxi- 
mum or upper yield failure stress was reached. Strain 
recovery history shows an instantaneous elastic strain, 
E, (measured after full unloading, % 0.1 sec), followed 
by a delayed elastic recovery, E,, and a permanent or 
viscous strain, E,. Thus the axial strain, E ,  can be 
described phenomenologically as 

In this case the total strain at the point of unloading 
consisted of about 23% elastic strain, 28% delayed- 
elastic strain, and 49% viscous or permanent strain. 
Elastic as well as delayed-elastic strain play important 
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Figure 1 Stress and strain histories for 
columnar-grained S-2 ice, average grain 

diameter of 5.0mm at - 10°C (0.96Tm) 
under closed-loop controlled constant 
strain rate of 3 x sec-I. 

TIME, t (sec)  

roles in determining total strain. Theoretical develop- 

ment must therefore consider all the mechanisms res- 

ponsible for the various strain components. Most 
analyses in the literature on polycrystalline materials 

have in general been based primarily on a steady-state 

(often called plastic) flow mechanism. 

Fig. 2 shows the above-mentioned specimen after 
testing and another tested at a lower strain rate 

(4 x lop6 secp'). The second specimen was unloaded 

soon after reaching its maximum load of 2.4 MN m 2 .  
The significant differences in the crack densities of the 

two specimens as well as several early examples [l, 21 
make it clear that cracking activity is highly rate- 

sensitive. 

The cracks were long and narrow and parallel to the 

length of the columnar grains (Figs 2a and b). Fig. 2c 

Figure 2 Specimens (50mm x lOOmm x 250mm) after testing at - 10°C under strain rate of (a) 4 x 10-6sec-' and (b) 3 x 10-~sec-' 
of Fig. 1. and (c) a 5 mm thick section from mid-plane of specimen in (b). I 



shows that the plane of the cracks tends to be parallel 
to the axis of the imposed compressive stress. Similar 

observations under constant load test have been 

reported by Gold [12, 131 for columnar-grained ice 
and by Cole [14] for isotropic granular ice. Fig. 2c 
shows that the cracks tend to propagate along grain 

boundaries oriented within 20" of the axis of the 

applied load. More inclined grain boundaries are 
cracked at high strain rates (Figs 3 and 4) during later 

deformation when the crack density is higher, or 

around shear planes in compression tests in which the 
wedging action of the grains leads to triaxial stress 

states. Similar observations have been made for 

metals and alloys [15, 161, for example, on stainless 
steel of Types 304 and 316 [17, 181. In metals and 
ceramics, for which tests are usually performed in 

tension, cracks tend to propagate along grain bound- 
aries oriented normal to the axis of the applied tensile 

stress. 
These cracks are known as wedge-type cracks. It is 

not a simple matter to separate a wedge-type crack 

from an opening created by the coalescence of small 
rounded cavities, as emphasized 30 years ago by 
McLean [19]. The development of large voids affects 

the deformation processes in a significant manner [20]. 
Analysis of strength and deformation must therefore 

include cracking activity and rate dependence. 

Figure 3 A 0.8 mm double-micro- 

tomed thin section, made from 

thick section of Fig. 2c, under 

(a) cross-polarized light, (b) com- 
bined polarized light and scattered 

light, exhibiting predominantly 
grain-boundary cracks. 

3. Microcracking mechanisms 
Microcracks, comparable in size to a grain facet, seem 

to occur under a constant-load creep condition where 

stress exceeds a critical value (> lop5 E, where E is 
Young's modulus) commonly known as the Stroh- 

McLean transition. Stroh [21] described this minimum 

stress in terms of the length of a sliding interface, the 
surface-free energy and the shear modulus. McLean 

[22] used Stroh's relation for grain-boundary cracking 
by identifying the interface with the grain boundary 

and surface energy with the effective fracture surface 
energy. Sinha [23] has shown the general applicability 

of the Stroh-McLean equation to polycrystalline ice. 

Calculations confirm that the predicted minimum 

stress is about twice the value actually observed 
[12, 241. It has been pointed out, however, that this 

classical treatment as well as that proposed by Smith 
and Barnby [25] do not give any information on the 
stress- and temperature-dependent incubation time 
usually required under moderate stress ( > E) before 

the initiation of cracks and the significant dependence 
of cracking activity with further loading. 

By invoking Williams' [26] treatment of Cottrell's 
equation [27] for the stability of a void formed by 

dislocations on two intersecting planes, and by replac- 
ing the wedge height with grain-boundary displace- 

ment, Sinha [23] showed that a critical grain-boundary 



sliding (g.b.s.) displacement, and hence a critical grain- 
boundary sliding strain, might be required for a void 
at the interface to grow in an unstable manner that 
leads to a wedge-type crack. 

3.1. Critical g.b.s. displacement for crack 
initiation 

The hypothesis of a critical g.b.s. displacement, Z,, for 
the formation of cracks comparable in size to a grain 
facet was initially applied to observations of polycrys- 
talline ice [28]. Detailed studies [23,28] showed that 2, 
in the limited uniaxial stress range of 5 x 10P5E to 
2 x loP4 E and temperature range of 0.88Tm to 
0.98Tm in previously undeformed clear ice depends 
only on temperature. Thus 

dl 
2, = (M, - m, T)  2 = (MI - m, T) (2) 

where dl is the unit dimension (= 1 m); M I ,  m, are 
constants, and K (assumed to be unity) is another 
constant arising from Gifkins' [15] equation of pro- 
portionality between g.b.s. strain, &,,,, and average 
g.b.s. displacement, 2, 

where d is the average grain diameter expressed in 
units of dl (m). 

Equation 2 is qualitatively supported by direct 

experimental observations in other materials. The 
dependence of cavity formation on the amount of 
grain-boundary sliding was reported by Intrater and 
Machlin [29] in copper bicrystals, and similar observa- 
tions have been reported by Fleck et al. [30] in a 
copper alloy. Experimental support for a critical 
grain-boundary sliding displacement for crack initi- 
ation has been provided by Watanabe [31] on copper 
bicrystals and Morris and Harries [I81 in steel. 

The key hypothesis in the development of Equation 
2 is that delayed elastic strain, E,, is associated with a 
grain-boundary sliding mechanism [lo] given, as a first 
approximation, by 

Equations 2 and 4 give the critical delayed elastic 
strain for the onset of cracking activity as 

3.2. Onset of creep cracking 
Equation 2 proved to be useful in predicting the stress 

and temperature dependence of time, t, ,  for the onset 
of cracking activity in polycrystalline materials [23]: 

where x = K2,/cld, is a constant at a constant tem- 

perature and t, is the temperature-dependent grain- 
boundary relaxation time, having the same activation 
energy as that of matrix deformation; c,, s and b 

are material constants. The constant s is the stress 
exponent for grain-boundary sliding [lo], and b is the 
time exponent for transient, or strictly speaking, 
delayed elastic strain [32]. 

The value for s may be between 1 and 4 for poly- 
crystalline materials. The initial rate of sliding has 
been found to be linear (s = 1) for both copper [33] 
and tin [34]. Strutt et al. [35] found a value of s = 2.8 
for lead bicrystals, and Langdon [36] found one of 
w 2.4 for aluminium and magnesium alloy.'A value of 
4.7 for a low-carbon steel and of 3.8 for 316 stainless 
steel was reported by Horton [37]. Gates [38] also 
found a value of 3.8 for 316 stainless steel. For ice, 
however, there are no experimental data on grain- 
boundary sliding. The assumption given in Equation 
4 and experimental observations on creep [32] led 
Sinha [lo] to conclude that s w 1 for ice (see Table I). 

Since Andrade's proposal in 1910, little attention 
has been paid to transient creep in metals and alloys. 
Very little is known about delayed elasticity in general, 
although phenomenological time-hardening and strain- 
hardening equations have been proposed [3]. Shear or 
sliding in the grain-boundary regions during loading, 
originally suggested by Zener [40], was hypothesized 
by Sinha €101 as the primary micromechanism that 
gives rise to a delayed elastic effect in a polycrystalline 
material. This idea, together with the additional 
hypothesis discussed in Equation 4 and the assump- 
tion that intragranular dislocation creep is indepen- 
dent of grain size, led to modification of the phenom- 
enological equation proposed for transient creep [32] 
and the introduction of a hybrid solution that intro- 
duces a grain size effect [lo], 

where t is time and a,  = l/t;; other symbols have 
been defined earlier. 

Equations 8 and 4 give the stress-time-temperature 

dependence of Z, 

T A B L E  I Material constants for creep and cracks for pure ice 
obtained from earlier creep experiments and analyses 

Ref. Constant 

[321 E = 9.5GNm-' 
c ,  = 9 x d, = I m (chosen unit) 

n = 3 

b = 0.34 % I/n 

a,  = I/T, = 2.5 x 10-4sec-1 (T = 263 K) 

iv0 = 1.76 x lO-'sec~' (T = 263 K, u, = 1 MNm-') 

[lo1 K = l  
s = l  

[23] MI = 1.67 x 

m, = 4.55 x 10-9K-' 

[39] N,  = 550m-' 

= 1.33 x 10'11-I 



Equations 8 and 9 clarify the significance of s and b 

used earlier, but there appears to be no available 
information on the values of b for other materials. 

Sinha [ lo]  found that b z lln for polycrystalline ice 

where n is the stress exponent used in power-law 

expressions for the viscous flow rate, often incorrectly 

referred to as the steady-state or minimum creep rate. 

The exponent n is associated with an intragranular 
dislocation mechanism without any influence from 

cracks. Whether this simplification ( b  z Iln) can be 

extended to other materials remains to be seen. 
For ice, Equation 7 simplifies to 

which provides a t,-a relation very similar to the 
stress dependence of rupture life, commonly observed, 

and fitted by essentially empirical equations [41,42].  It 

is micromechanically based and has been shown to be 
better [23] than the well-known Zhurkov [43] equation 

used by Gold [12, 441 for ice and for describing the 
dependence of tensile rupture time on stress for metals 
and alloys [45]. In addition, Equation 10 does not 

suffer from the impossibility that Zhurkov's equation 

predicts, i.e. a finite rupture time even for vanishing 
small stress. This incongruity emphasizes the empiri- 

cal characteristics of the Zhurkov equation, although 

efforts have been made to describe it as a kinetic 
theory of fracture [46]. 

3.3. Minimum stress for creep cracking 
Substitution oft, = co in Equation 6 and rearrange- 
ment gives the minimum stress, a,,, for the onset of 

cracking activity, 

Usually E decreases with increase in temperature. 

Equation 2 shows that 2,  also decreases with increase 
I 

in temperature. Thus Equation 1 1  shows that a,, is a 

decreasing function of temperature and provides results 
[23] that agree extremely well with the experimental 

observations of Gold [12] and Zaretsky et al. [24]. 

3.4. Creep damage 
When the applied stress is greater than omin and the 
load duration is greater than t , ,  then with continued 

deformation more and more sites of stress concentra- 

tion reach a critical point and the number of cracks 
increases. This continued damage mechanism has 

been investigated by Sinha [39], who noted that Gold's 
available experimental observations [12, 131 on the 
stress and time dependence of crack density, N,  in ice 

can be expressed as a function of grain-boundary 
sliding displacement. The simplest equation would be 

of the form 

N = N, exp [$ ( 2  - :,)I (12) 

where 2 is given by Equation 9 and 2 ,  by Equation 2. 

Nc is the crack density corresponding to 2 ,  on first 
cracks, and $ is a constant. A better presentation of 

Equation 12 would be 

N = N c { e x p [ $ ( 2 - ? , ) I - 1 )  (13) 

This avoids the problem inherent in Equation 12, i.e. 

that the crack density, even at the beginning of the 

test, has a positive, though very small, value. Equation 
13 also shows that cracks form at t,, when 2 = 2, .  

Equation 13, on the other hand, predicts that the 
crack density is "negative" for 2 < 2 , .  This absurd 

condition can be avoided mathematically by recogniz- 
ing that a negative value for N is equivalent to no 

cracks. 
An explicit form of N in terms of delayed elasticity 

or stress and time is given by inserting 2 from 

Equation 4 in Equation 13, giving 

With Equation 8 this gives 

N = N. (exp {$ [+ ('J { I  - exp [ - ( ~ , t ) ~ ] }  

4. Creep without damage 
For stresses less than a ,,,, that is a < a ,,,, the three 

terms in Equation 1 for constant-stress loading can be 

described as [ l o ]  

( 1  - exp [ -  (aTt)*])  

where the second term ( E , )  is described by Equation 8 
and the third term ( E , )  represents the usual power-law 

viscous creep; thus iV, is the viscous strain rate corre- 

sponding to the chosen unit of stress, a,, (= 1 MN mp2). 
The recovery curve is given by the mirror image of E,. 

5. Creep with damage 
For a < amin and t  > 0 or for a > a,, and t < t , ,  

Equation 16 is applicable, but for loading conditions, 

a > omin and t  > t , ,  the deformation behaviour is 
continually modified by the increasing number of 
microcracks that develop during loading. These affect 

elastic as well as other components of strain. 

5.1. Elastic creep 
Because of internal stress concentrations, the nuclea- 

tion and growth of cracks or cavities induce additional 
elastic strain, leading to elastic creep or time-dependent 

elastic modulus. Venkateswaran and Hasselman [47] 

concluded, however, that the total strain of elastic 
creep by crack growth is of the order of a small 

multiple ( 2  to 3 )  of the initial elastic strain to which the 

material is subjected during initial loading. This point 
is supported by data compiled by Miller and Langdon 

[48], suggesting that for many metals the total cavity 
volume fraction rarely exceeds 1 %. Although elastic 

creep contributes little to the total strain, this mechan- 
ism should be given consideration if the cavity volume 

fraction is large or if elastic strain contributes signifi- 

cantly to total strain. 



Crack-enhanced elastic creep can be estimated 

readily enough from experimental recovery curves 
(Fig. 1). The instantaneously recovered strain of 

4.5 x lop4, in this case corresponding to a stress of 

3.5 MNmp2 at the time of unloading, provided an 

effective Young's modulus value of 7.8 MN m-'. This 
is about 18% lower than the value for Young's 

modulus, E, of 9.5MNm-2 determined for an 
uncracked specimen 1321 and given in Table I. Elastic 

creep strain in excess of the initial elastic strain 
therefore contributed only about 4% to the total 

strain in spite of the extensive damage shown in Fig. 2. 

Unless the deformation is extended to large strains or 
strain rates, it would be simpler to neglect the effect of 

elastic creep. The same applies to delayed elastic 

strain. This point will be discussed later. 

5.2. Crack-enhanced viscous creep 
Considering a crack as an array of dislocations, 

Weertman [49] derived the effect of cracks on viscous 
creep rate. For dilute concentrations of non-interact- 
ing long narrow cracks oriented with their major 

planes perpendicular to a uniaxially applied tensile 

load, and for materials obeying a power-law viscous 

creep rate such as the third term in Equation 16, the 

enhanced creep rate, Eve, is given by 

i, = 1, (1 + 27cN~'n'~~) (17) 

where Ev is the creep rate for material without cracks 
and N is the number of cracks per unit area. All the 

cracks are of uniform size, and 2a is the crack width. 
Here N indicates the number of cracks that cross a 

unit cross-sectional area oriented perpendicular to the 

plane of the cracks. The condition for non-interaction 

of cracks is defined by aZ N @ 1. 
Adopting Equation 17, the non-linear viscous strain 

under constant-stress creep conditions, involving 

cracking, is given by 

Since N = N(o, t) at constant temperature, it is 
impossible to use Equation 18 without knowledge of 

the dependence of N on stress and time. This explains, 

perhaps, why Weertman's theoretical development 

has never, to the author's knowledge, been used in the 
quantitative analysis of creep problems involving 
cracks, although it has been discussed by Hasselman 
and Venkateswaran [50] for qualitative descriptions 

of the effects of cracks on creep in polycrystalline 

ceramics. 
Equation 18, with its underlying theoretical assump- 

tions and limitations, is particularly applicable to the 
type of damage that occurs in unidirectionally solidi- 
fied columnar-grained solids such as those discussed 

earlier (Figs 1 and 2). It can readily be applied because 

N is described by Equation 15. Some assumptions 

must of course be made as to the size, 2a, of the cracks. 
If the cracks are assumed to be the same size as 

those of the grain facets, as suggested by Fig. 3b and 

Fig. 4, and if the cross-sectional geometry normal to 
the lengths of the grains is assumed to be hexagonal, 

then 2a can be expressed in terms of the grain 

diameter, d. Assuming the area of a hexagon of sides 
2a to be equal to the area of a circle of diameter d, it 

can be shown that 

or that crack sizes are about half the grain diameters 

(i.e. 2a % 0.55d). 

Substitution of a2 from Equation 19 in Equation 18 

gives 

Viscous strain involving cracking therefore depends 

not only on N, which depends on o and t at a constant 
temperature, but also on grain size. 

5.3. Constitutive equation 
Replacing the third term in Equation 16 by Equation 

20 and neglecting elastic creep, the rheological equation 

is obtained: 

( 1  - exp [ - (~ , t )~ ] )  

(21) 

where N is from the second (delayed elastic) term 

through Equations 14 or 15 and aZN 4 1 or . n d 2 ~ /  
24 x 3'12 < 1. 

Equation 21 reduces to Equation 16 for any stress 

and t < t, or for any time and o < o , , .  In the first 
case, the creep period would be in the transient range I 

(often called primary creep) and the second term could 

dominate the deformation process, resulting in a pro- 
nounced grain size effect. In the second case, the grain- 

size dependent creep curve would eventually lead to a 

constant strain rate (often called a steady state) that 

does not depend on grain size. For conditions o > 
a,,,, involving cracks, the creep curve would pass 
through a minimum creep rate to an accelerating creep 

rate known as the tertiary state. Thus Equation 21 
describes the complete creep curves normally observed 

(further implications will be discussed in another 

paper). Its application in predicting stress-strain, and 
hence strength, response for constant strain-rate tests 

will be developed because (i) it is theoretically the 

simplest case, (ii) it is challenging, and (iii) experi- 
mental data have become available through the use of 

the new generation of closed-loop strain-controlled 

test machines. 

6. Constant strain rate 
A theory for predicting strain response and hence 

stress-strain diagrams for non-linear materials at 

various temperatures corresponding to monotonically 

increasing stress histories has already been developed 
[51]. It is based on Equation 16 and consequently is 
applicable strictly for conditions in which no crack- 

ing activity is involved. Although good agreement 

between theory and experiment was obtained even for 



conditions of a fair degree of cracking, the theory 

should not be extrapolated far beyond its range of 

application. The analysis provided, however, a basis for 

applying a constant-stress creep equation to a variable- 

stress loading condition. It also provided support for 

the two basic assumptions used at constant tempera- 
ture: (i) that the delayed-elastic strain rate depends on 

grain size and on the entire loading history, whereas 

(ii) that the viscous strain rate depends only on the 

, current stress level. It may be seen from Equation 16 
that at constant strain rate the stress would increase 

and asymptotically approach a value determined by 
' 

the viscous term. While this prediction agrees with 

experimental results under low strain rates, upper 

yield-type failure occurs at larger rates, i.e. in ice at i 
greater than about 1 x 10p7secp' [I]. 

I 
For uniaxial constant strain rates (i), equal intervals 

of time (At) result in equal strain steps 

I AE = EAt (22) 

so that the total strain E after S intervals of time, 
would be 

Calculations for a constant strain rate are reduced to 

the question of finding stress steps, Ao,, correspond- 
ing to each interval such that Equation 22 is satisfied 

at all times. 

The stress step A a ,  applied at t = 0 will produce an 

instantaneous elastic strain of Aol/E and contribu- 

tions from delayed elastic and viscous flow will be 
negligible. At the end of the first interval of time, 

t = At, Equation 21 gives 

A01 
E = &At = - + A(Aa,)" { l  - exp [ - (~ ,At)~l )  

E 

where A = c, d,/(dE"), B = n2d2n'12/(12 x 3'12) and 

Nl is the crack density at t = 0. For previously 
undeformed material Nl = 0. For a given i and At, 

AoI can be determined by an iteration method. 

At the end of the second interval, t = 2At, the total 
stress is a = Ao, + Aa,, where Aa, is the new stress 

applied at the beginning of this interval. The total 
strain, following the principle described by Sinha [5 11, 

is given by 

- - Aal + + A (Aa,)" {1 - 
E [ 

+ i,At [(%) (I + BN,) 

Aa, + Aa, 

+ ( J ( 1  + BN,)] 

where N, is the crack density at the beginning of the 

second interval and is determined by the magnitude of 
the delayed elastic strain at that time, i.e. at  the end of 

the previous period. It is obtained by replacing E, in 

Equation 14 by the second or the required delayed 

elastic strain term of Equation 24: 

x ( 1  - exp [ -  (~ ,A t )~ l )  - 2, )I - 11 
It should be noted in Equation 25a that the total 

delayed elastic strain is given by the sum of the 

amounts produced by Aa, applied for 2At and Aa, 
applied for At, thus incorporating the memory effect 

proposed by Sinha [51]. The total viscous strain, on 

the other hand, is given by the sum of the amount 

produced by Aa, at the end of the first period, at a rate 

that depends on Aa,, and the amount produced by 

Aa, + Aa, during the next period (at a new rate 
depending on the new total stress). Since ACT, is known 

from the first iteration, calculations simplify to the 
solution for Aa,. 

As the number of steps increases and the strain- 

softening due to crack-enhanced creep increases, an 
interval is reached beyond which the total strain, with- 

out any further change in stress, will be greater than 

that imposed by the strain rate. Suppose this limiting 
stress is reached at the (L - I)th interval. The stress 

level must be reduced by Aa, at the beginning of the 

Lth period, so that the computed strain at the end of 
this period (giving due consideration to the strain 

recovery process in the delayed elasticity) equals that 
required by Equation 23. This is represented by 

- Ao, + Ao, + . . . - - AOL 
E 

+ A ((Aa,)" (1 - exp [-  ( a , ~ A t ) ~ ] }  

+ (Aa2)5 {I - exp [ -  (a,(L - I ) A ~ ) ~ ] J  

+ . . . - (AgL)S exp [ -  (~ ,A t )~ l )  

+ [( 9 J (1 + BN, ) 

where NL is obtained from the total delayed elastic 

strain at the end of the (L - 1)th period and Equation 
14. With the increase in loading time, more and more 

recovery terms will of course be added in Equation 26 

for the subsequent reductions in stress. 
In this equation, the reduction in elastic strain and 

the reduction in viscous strain rate due to reduced 
total stress are straightforward. The principle of mir- 

ror image for recovery is followed here in formulating 
the reduction in the delayed elastic strain. This mech- 

anism is strictly valid for previously undeformed or 



Figure 4 Optical micrographs of thin section from central area of Fig. 3 showing (a) cracks in specimen, (b) details of thin section illustrating 

top and bottom etched grain boundaries and locations of cracks. 

undamaged pure material [32], which is assumed here 

in order that the computation may be as simple as 
possible (in the same way that elastic creep is neg- 

lected). The mechanisms of grain-boundary sliding 

and recovery must be affected by the presence of 
cracks, similar to the E modulus, as the crack density 
increases. Crack-enhanced delayed-elastic creep would 

contribute to elastic creep and should eventually be 
brought into the analysis. 

7. Comparison of theory and 
experiment 

A simple computer program was developed for the 
calculations. Time steps (At )  were varied with E 

but were kept as small as seemed reasonable; stress 

steps for iteration purposes were kept the same, at 

0.001 MN m-2. Computations followed the methodol- 
ogy described in Section 6, using previously deter- 

mined creep parameters and material constants for 
cracking (Table I). It should be pointed out that all the 

constants in Table I were determined from constant- 

load creep tests totally independent of the strength 

tests under discussion. Creep constants were deter- 
mined from a series of short-term tests and analyses 

[lo, 321 for conditions of no cracking activity, using a 

stress level of 0.49 MNm-2. Material constants for 
cracking were determined [23, 28, 391 by using the 

above creep constants and Gold's experimental results 
[12, 441 for stresses less than 2 MNmp2. The value of 

n = 3 is now universally acceptable for polycrystalline 

Figure 5 Stress-strain results for 

columnar-grained S-2 ice of aver- 

age grain diameter of 4 to 5 mm at 

- 10°C subjected to truly con- 

stant strain rates [2] as indicated 

S T R A I N ,  by each curve. 



Figure 6 Theoretical stress-strain 

diagrams for test conditions in Fig. 5. 

Temperature - 10°C (0.96Tm), d = 

4.5 mm. 

ice [8, 521, as may be seen in data compiled by Gittus 
([53, Table 4.7A1). The value of E, determined experi- 
mentally [lo], also agrees well with that calculated 
from single-crystal elastic constants [54]. 

Stress-strain diagrams for pure columnar-grained 
S-2 ice at 0.96Tm (- 10" C) are reproduced in Fig. 5 
[2]. Theoretical predictions for these test conditions 
are presented in Fig. 6. Agreement, qualitative as well 
as quantitative, between theory and experiment on the 
stress-strain (and hence time) diagram may be con- 
sidered to be excellent, and therefore encourages 
examination of the details. As the maximum stress or 
strength is of general interest, this aspect will be dis- 

cussed first. Fig. 7 illustrates the strain-rate depen- 
dence of upper yield failure stress, a,, and failure 
strain, E ~ .  It also includes new test results (Fig. 1). The 
theory seems to justify, even in numerical terms, the 
empirically obtained power law between a, and i: 

proposed earlier [2] 

where P (= 21 2) andp (= 0.345) are constants; E0 is the 
unit strain rate (= 1 sec-I). 

Both theory and experiment show that failure 
strains are small (< 0.15%) and that the strain-rate 

S T R A I N  R A T E ,  < (see-l) 

Figure 7 Dependence of upper-yield fail- 

ure stress and strain on strain rate. Tem- 

perature - 10°C, S-2 ice, d = 4.5 + 
0.5 mm. Experimental points (0) from 

Sinha [2], (@) new tests. (-) Theory, 

(- - -) empirical power law [2]. 
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Figure 8 Dependence of upper- 

yield failure time on strain rate. 

Temperature - 10°C, S-2 ice, 

d = 4.5mm + 0.5mm. Experi- 

mental points (0)  from Sinha [2], 

( 0 )  new tests. (-) Theory, 
(---) I, = 7.3 x 10-3&-082 [21. 

sensitivity of E,, given by the exponent of 6 ,  is signifi- 
cantly less than that of a,. The theory shows, however, 

that the empirical power law between E, and i: [2] 
should not be applied to lower rates. This power law 

was derived from the experimentally observed depen- 

dence of failure time t ,  on E ,  

where to = 1 sec, Eo = I sec-I. Since E, = trE/toEo, it 

gives 

Experimental values for Q and q were, respectively, 

7.3 x and 0.82 (Fig. 8). 

Equations 27 and 28 give 

This equation bears a remarkable similarity to the 
dependence of tensile creep rupture time on stress for 
metals and alloys at high temperatures [4, 5, 71. The 

limitations of the empirically fitted Equations 28 and 

30 can be seen in Figs 8 and 9; clearly they cannot be 
applied to lower rates. 

The theory indicates an increasingly longer failure 
time, as the strain rate decreases, than that given by 

the empirical relation. As a consequence, a reversal of 

the E,-& relation is predicted in Fig. 7 (instead of the 

decreasing E, given by Equation 29). This change in the 

ductility of the material is, in fact, understandable. 
Mixed-mode failme, involving wedge cracking, should 
eventually (at some low rates) go through a transition 

where the growth of rounded cavities would play an 
important role [55], until at some even lower rate it 
would flow without any cracking or void formation. 

In this case Equation 16 will apply and the stress will 

asymptotically reach a value that depends on the 

strain rate (in reality, diffusional flow would com- 

plicate the flow stress and its dependence on strain 

Figure 9 Dependence of failure 

time on stress. Temperature 

- 1O0C, S-2 ice, d = 4.5 mm 

0.5 mm. Exper~mental points (0)  

from Sinha [2], ( 0 )  new tests. 

(-) Theory, (---) 1, = 2.4 x 

10' 0,"' [2]. 
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strain rate at this peak stress must equal the sum of the 
viscous strain rate and delayed elastic strain rate. As 
the latter quantity is small, the rate-controlling mech- 
anism at failure and during the post-failure regime is 
dominated by the viscous strain rate. 

Note the asymptotic approach of the viscous strain 
rates to values close to the imposed rates in Fig. 12. 
Clearly, it is the reason for strong, almost one-to-one 

Figure 12 Stress, crack density and strain 

components for strain rates of (a) 5 x 
10-'secC', (b) 5 x l ~ - ~ s e c ~ ~ .  Tempera- 

ture - 10°C, d = 4.5 mm. 

numerical correspondence (i.e. l/p z n and P-'IP z 

E,,) established between the empirically obtained 
strain-rate dependence of strength (Equation 27) and 
the power-law dependence of viscous flow rate on 
stress (third term in Equation 16) for conditions in 
which the crack density is still reasonably low [2] .  Such 
a numerical correspondence, however, cannot be estab- 
lished if conventional test systems with low stiffnesses 



are used. In this case the imposed specimen strain rate 
would vary during loading. This theme will be pre- 
sented elsewhere. It is appropriate, however, to men- 
tion here that the theoretically predicted dependence 
of cracking activity during loading, shown in Fig. 12, 
bears a close resemblance to those actually observed in 
pure S-2 ice [56] using acoustic emissions and conven- 
tional test machines. 

r Estimation of the number of grains in a plane can 
be made by N, = l/[n(d/2)2]. In columnar-grained 
material, N, gives the grain density if the plane is 
normal to length of the columns. For d = 4.5mm, 
N, = 6.3 x l O ~ ~ m - ~  and is shown in Fig. 10. At 
failure, one crack develops for every 50 grains at 
1 x 10-'set-I. This ratio increases to about one 
crack for every three grains at 1 x 10-4sec-'. The 
crack density even at failure is therefore reasonably 
low for loading conditions E < 1 x 10-4sec-'. 

The present theory is valid for conditions of non- 

interacting cracks, so that a2N 6 1 or, according to 
Equation 19, x d 2 ~ / 2 4  x 3'12 4 1. The value of the left- 
hand side, corresponding to the failure crack density 
at 1 x 1OP4sec-', is 0.035. Thus, for strain rates less 
than 1 x lop4, cracks can be assumed to be non- 
interacting even to failure. 

Since the delayed elastic strain increases with 
decrease in grain size for the same value of the g.b.s. 
displacement, whereas the crack size decreases with 

I decrease in grain diameter, the grain size influences the 
I strain components in a complex manner. The effect of 
i 
i grain size on the rate sensitivity of the strength and 

1 stress-strain diagrams has been examined and will be 
presented elsewhere because of space limitations. 
Briefly, it has been found that the rate sensitivity of 
strength is not affected by grain size, but the failure 
strain and crack density at failure increase significantly 
with decrease in grain size, and the strain reversal 
point shifts to higher strain rates. Thus, fine-grained 
material behaves in a more ductile manner than 
coarse-grained material. 

9. Summary and conclusion 
A non-linear constitutive equation for high tempera- 
tures has been presented. It consists of elastic, delayed- 
elastic and viscous components corresponding to 
three micromechanisms: lattice deformation, inter- 
granular sliding and intragranular dislocation motion. 

The model incorporates the predictability of the 

onset of cracking activity and damage accumulation 
due to the mechanism of high-temperature grain- 
boundary embrittlement. Grain-facet long cracks 
develop when a critical grain-boundary sliding (g.b.s.) 
displacement or an equivalent delayed elastic strain is 
reached. Further damage is given in terms of the 
excess g.b.s. displacement over its critical value. As 
cracks form, they enhance the matrix deformation 
affecting the overall creep rate, leading to a minimum 
rate and then tertiary creep. 

Formulations have been developed, using this 
model, for predicting the deformation and cracking 
activity for conditions of constant strain-rate strength 
tests. The theory was tested with published experi- 
mental data on the strain-rate sensitivity of the 

compressive strength of transversely isotropic, col- 
umnar-grained, pure polycrystalline ice with a load 
applied in the plane of isotropy. Calculations using 
material constants were obtained from constant-stress 
creep experiments totally independent of the strength 
tests. One-to-one correspondence of theory and experi- 
ments was noted for the dependence of strength, fail- 
ure strain and failure time on strain rate. The theory 
therefore predicts the empirically obtained relations 
between these quantities. It also points out the limita- 
tions of the empirical relations, for example the non- 
applicability of the empirically obtained power-law 
relation between t, and a, or between E~ and i: at rates 
lower than the experimental range. 

The theory predicts a critical strain rate, k c ,  

below which no wedge cracks form. For ice, E, - 
2.2 x 10-8sec~ '  at 0.96Tm ( -  10°C). At E < E, the 
flow stress increases with deformation and asymp- 
totically approaches a steady-state value depending 
on E .  With increase in strain rate, E > E,, microcracks 
develop during loading and stress-strain diagrams 
exhibit a distinct "upper yield type" failure in which 
the stress increases to a peak value and then decreases 
with further strain. This maximum stress, or strength, 
shows a power-law rate sensitivity similar to that of 
the matrix or dislocation creep (viscous) rate, without 
any crack enhancement. Continuity in the a,-E rela- 
tion is maintained, therefore, over a wide E range. The 
failure strain E ~ ,  however, decreases as E increases from 
E, and indicates a point of minimum ductility at some 
strain rate. It increases again with further increase in 
E.  This reversal point is a result of the rate dependence 
of the relative contributions of the three strain com- 
ponents to total strain. It occurs primarily as a result 
of the opposing effects of viscous strain and elastic 
strain. For E > E,, stress and the time to onset of 
cracking activity depend on E, as does the level of 
damage or the crack density at a,. At these strain rates 
the predicted cracking rate increases monotonically 
with time and approaches a nearly constant value 
during the post-upper yield period, thus explaining the 
phenomenological observation of direct dependence 
of cracking rate on steady-state flow rate. 
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